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Fig. S1 (a–c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of 3D PS-free graphene foam prepared in oil-in-water 

system, showing the typically cellular networks. 

Fig. S2 (a, b) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of original reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets at 

different magnifications. Inset of (b) is the corresponding electron diffraction patterns. (c, d) TEM images of 

PS15/G-CF at different magnifications. Inset of (d) is the corresponding electron diffraction patterns. The electron 

diffraction spots of graphene sheets in (d) disappeared after combination with PS.
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Fig. S3 (a, b) SEM images of PS25/G-CF. (c) The corresponding enlarged image of square area in (b). (d, e) SEM 

images of PS40/G-CF. (f) The corresponding enlarged image of square area in (e). (g, h) SEM images of PS50/G-CF. 

(i) The corresponding enlarged image of square area in (h). (j, k) SEM images of PS60/G-CF. (l) The corresponding 

enlarged image of square area in (k).



Fig. S4 The stress-strain curves of (a) PS15/G-CF (b) PS25/G-CF (c) PS40/G-CF (d) PS50/G-CF (e) PS60/G-CF before 

thermal annealing. The PSn/G-CFs shows no obvious elastic behaviors at low strain of 30%.

Table S1. The properties of PSn/G-CFs with different weight percentage of PS. 



Fig. S5 The stress-strain curves of (a) PS15/G-CF (b) PS25/G-CF (c) PS40/G-CF (d) PS50/G-CF (e) PS60/G-CF at different 

set strains. Inset in (d): The enlarged stress-strain curve of the sample at ε = 95%. Inset in (e): The enlarged stress-

strain curve of the sample at ε = 90%.



Table S2. Mechanical properties of PS50/G-CFs in this work compared with other previous reported carbon-based 

foams in recent years.



Fig. S6 SEM images of (a–c) 3D PS/G foam without capsule-like networks at different magnifications. The stress-

strain curves of (d) PS-free 3D rGO foam with usual cellular networks prepared in oil-in-water system and (e) 3D 

PS50/G foam without capsule-like structures. Inset: The enlarged stress-strain curve of the sample at ε = 60%. (f) 

The stress-strain curves of PS50/G-CF with the thermal annealing temperature of 300 oC. Inset: The enlarged 

stress-strain curve of the sample at ε = 75%.

Fig. S7 SEM images of loading and unloading states of PS50/G-CF during squeezing, the graphene capsules volume 

remained constant during the compression process.



Fig. S8 (a) The illustration of the test setup for the dynamic resistance variation ratio. (b) Electrical responses of 

PSn/G-CFs (n=15, 25, 40, 50). The slope of each curve indicates the sensitivity of each sample to pressure. 

Fig. S9 Cycling stability test of PS15/G-CF under the applied strain of 50% with the loading frequency of (a) 0.1 Hz 
(b) 0.8 Hz and (c) 1.2 Hz, respectively.


